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About This Game

Wanna relax? You can do it!

FreeFlight - relaxing "flyer" game.
Avoid the obstacles, catch as many spheres as you can and not only!

Play in different gamemods, relaxing or challenging - the choice is yours!
Features:

Three(yet) gamemodes with their own features

Relaxing game mechanics and style

Fly as much as you want
Our development model is "more players - more features". As we hit certain amount of players - I start development of new

feature.
Near goals:

1000 players - competitive multiplayer.
2000 players - multiplayer by teams + shooting mode in MP.
5000 players - competitive matches and global rating system.
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Title: FreeFlight
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
aptk
Publisher:
aptk
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: Intel® Pentium® Processor N4200

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 505

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1920x1080, minimal settings ~50 FPS

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Ukrainian,Japanese
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I really enjoyed this fun time passer, has all the usual bad puns and light humour you expect to find in a point and click game. I
did have to think a bit for some of the puzzles.. Good, reasonably straightforward HOG.
Fairly average, graphics are decent for an older game. I liked the low-key, atmospheric music.
There isn't really an in-depth story, here. I got the game because I wanted the set. That said, it was better than I expected, given
the reviews.

Pros:
Lots of HOPs, all decent.
The minigames are the usual mix; mostly okay, if not inspired.
Good music.
All the usual mod-cons, like a map and quick travel between locations.

Cons:
Completely linear, and you can't really call it a "story".
I felt sorry for the shark.
A few difficult achievements - and you have to restart game if you make an error on the key minigames (for the achievements).

Note: The later games in the series build on the story.
. PUSS! is a psychodelic, bullet hell/avoid the walls maze game that manages to both entice and punish you all at the same time.

The game has a very unique pixel art style, with the use of 3D rendered objects sprinkled into the background, foreground and
in the very stage you are trying to carefully make your way through. The use of glitchy textures and absurd boss designs reminds
me of Pony Island, another great pixel art game, with the same weird sureal tone.

The game is nothing to scoff at though, it is a difficult game, with some unforgiving levels and bosses. You will need to attempt
multiple times before making it halfway through some of these levels. The only problem, (and this could be just me) but the cats
hitbox seems to be a bit buggy, when it came to a few levels and a certain boss

With a price of $11.99 CAD, this is a well priced game, it has a healthy amount of content to last ~15 - 20 hours of gameplay
(Edit: its certainly more than 20 hours of gameplay), if you are good at the game. With everything said, this game is super fun,
even though it can be unforgiving at times, and that is not a problem.

I'd give this game a 9/10
Pros
- Great visuals
- A killer soundtrack
- A nice difficulty curve that doesnt feel unfair
- A nice sense of humor

Con
- Weird hitbox at times.. As stated in my main Dreaming Sarah review, This is a very good relaxing and chilling OST full of
ambience and sometimes catchy tunes. Not something you'd put on your stereo, but if you want something to listen to while
working it's nice and calm. Fits the levels in the game.. The game doesn't work on mac os. This is the game that you should
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always be playing.. It like terraria but 3d
it like gmod but with blocks
it like link to the past with out a plot
it like when you come out of the bathroom after a good dump (but better)
it like Minecraft but has more fight and mobs
so give or take mostly give, its epic. Ironically, less expensive than most Lego sets, and I'd pay good money for an exploding
Lego set.
10/10 was worth 15 bucks.. imagine getting gangrene on your♥♥♥♥♥♥♥then having to cut it off with a dull filet knife

that is getting this game to work on multiplayer
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Very boring. Can't do anything at all. graphics are bad. nothing attractive to play. Do not ever buy this game.. It may not be the
best example of story-telling you've ever seen, but by jove, the gameplay more than makes up for it.
If you haven't seen PopCap's 'twist' on the Match-3 genre of casual games, this will come as a total surprise. If you have, then
you may appreciate the further strategic bent this lends to the original design.
Instead of swapping turns with an omniscient and overly-planning AI opponent (Puzzle Quest), the outcome of each match can
be determined almost solely by the player. Moves must be selected carefully to prevent opponent's skill gems from counting
down, while also trying to detonate your own. Features originally introduced as chains and locks make a comeback, but are used
as skill results, not just randomly mixed in.
Overall, don't miss this. It's a fantastic example of how to blend two genres of gameplay into a masterful whole.. An interesting
if a bit repetitive puzzle game filled with quirky and lovable characters, thanks to the efforts of Tom Dussek who is the voice
actor of all characters and the narrator to boot.. Fun game.
I've loved this game since the 1st one and was pleasantly surprised when i saw that a sequel had come out.
Open mic is an absolute blessing, but its a little rough around the edges. Like when I play a song that has a silent part, it'll take
that as the ending of the song. But thats not a big deal.

I also wish there was co-op like the last beat hazard. Would be really fun if I could team up with a buddy to play our favorite
songs, but I understand that this is early access and I'm sure co-op will be added at some point....... hopefully

otherwise, a fantastic game for just chilling, listening to your favorite music. I would always reccomend this game.. Updated:
I recently upgraded my hardware as well as my software and all the glitches disappear! Soon after looking around my steam
games properties I saw that the beta option of wasn't available, so I turned it on. Decent Icons updated and now everything
seems fine. The software is more stable and It has more features than before, keep it UP!

Old:
Decent Icons, Decent crashes.

The software is not that bad but I would say that it needs some fixes to be done.
For example: Startup with windows option, when I Turn on my pc with the icons I get a nice report log for crashing, the same
applies to the text drop shadow thickness, as well as adding more icons.
The idea is great and anything but please fix your software, It's really awesome, and makes my desktop look way better but
the crashes keep coming. I know it's in beta but something that would make it even better is an update. I'm not trying to
discourage the developer I'm just want to direct him what are the lacks of their creation.. good to play this game again but why
did they remove the offline multiplayer? was there a reason?
. This is a good horror game with a great atmosphere and a clear objective- escape the office and don't get killed by the monster.

I really enjoyed it and the only problem I would say I had was that I couldn't find the key-card in the toilets... but knowing me I
probably got it all wrong. XD

I made a video of the game in case you aren't sure about whether to get this or not. (You should. ;) )

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Uio0RAN8IE0. This game sucks,stupid combat system,stupid enemies stupid..... I wish i had a room this big
as a kid. Games a 10\/10.. Even though this and RTH30 were made around the same time, I feel that, whereas RTH30 has a lot
of good ideas but a flawed execution, EiB tightens almost all the faults of its predecessor and hits the mark its aiming for a lot
more frequently.

The gameplay itself is more-or-less identical to RTH30, but narratively it does something bold and actively undermines the
perspective and heroics of the main character of the first game. In RTH30 you played troubled and occasionally whiney Matt
Baker, and in EiB, his friend and occasional squadmate Red Hartsock. We see that Red's perspective of events differs quite
strongly from Matt's, and that the character you played before wasn't viewed as quite the hero as the game made you feel. He is
seen to be losing his mind and as such Red begins to distrust and even resent him. The dialogue feels a lot less clunky this time
round, and the story hits the emotional peaks in a much stronger way. The sound effects are still fantastic and really immerse
you in the battlefield, and the voiceover work is of better quality this time round, although there are small but noticable
moments of lacking audio that lower your immersion and occasionally undermine the emotion of the moment.

I felt like the level design of this game is superior to the first, and as such, I rarely felt like I was being funnelled into a kill-
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corridor in which you were damned no matter which path you chose. Searching for flanking routes and thinking outside the box
is almost always rewarded, and allows you to feel like you're genuinely outwitting the enemy.

There is the odd AI brainfart, which is at best funny when you shoot an enemy and he stand there like nothing happened, and at
worst rage inducing as your teammates move to the outside of cover rather than finding a proper place to hide, but generally
speaking the enemy AI is quite strong, and they'll shift and change cover in order to confront a flanking threat.

Tonally the game is as dark as the first, and in its efforts to mimic the real feel of battle, the game is a sombre one. I feel rather
harrowed now that it's done, and it makes a small but powerful effort to compliment the player's decision making when you
keep your teammates alive. I think this is one of the best and most realistic-feeling WW2 games ever made, whilst also
managing that fine balance that allows things to remain fun to play. I highly recommend this game, but you WILL need to have
played the first one, in order to understand the story.
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